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About

This European Journal defends
honesty in science and ethics in engineering.

   Publisher — otoiser — ARG — NP UoP

   open transactions on 
   independent scientific-engineering research
   otoiser, Hauptstrasse 52, 2831 Scheiblingkirchen, Austria

   Antennas Research Group Non Profit Union of Persons
   ARG — NP UoP, P. Morsini AO AA, PO Box 63, 671 00 Xanthi, Greece

   www.otoiser.org — www.antennas.gr

   Language — We declare the origins of the Journal by using
English, German and French, as well as, a Hellenic vignette,
in the cover page. However, since we recognize the dominance
of USA English in technical literature, we adopted it as the
Journal's language, although it is not our native language.

   Focus — We  consider  Radio—FUNK,  which  still  creates  a
vivid impression of the untouchable, and its Technology—TECH-
NIK, from an Advanced—PLUS point of view. That is, we dynami-
cally focus at any scientific-engineering discipline produc-
ing FUNKTECHNIKPLUS Théorie, Expérimentation, Métrologie, Lo-
giciel, ou Applications.

   Scope — We emphasize this scope broadness by extending the
title of the Journal with a Doppelkreuz-Zeichen #, which we
use as a placeholder for the disciplines of Editorial Board:

# Electrical — # Electronics — # Computer — # Telecommunications
— Engineering # Computer Science # Applied Mathematics, etc.

   Frequency — We regularly publish 3 issues per year on Jan-
uary, May, and September as well as an issue every 3 papers.

   Editions — We follow the arXiv.org system, that is the 1st
edition date of every issue is on the cover page and any up-
date date is on the odd pages with its version on all pages.

   Format — We use the uncommon for Journals A5 paper size
and the much readable Liberation Mono fixed-space font, with
hyphenation, justification, and unfixed word spacing, to dis-
play 2 pages side-by-side on widescreen monitors with WYSIWYG
printout. We can consider only papers in ODF odt or MS doc
format written in LibreOffice or MS Office with MathType. We
use PDFCreator and PDF—Xchange to produce pdf and export to
images for printing on demand and electronic publishing.

   License — We use the free Open Journal System OJS from the
PKP Public Knowledge Project for internet publication 

   Copyright — Creative Commons Attribution 3 Unported CC-BY 3
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About

Information for Peers
Guiding Principles

   This is a small, but independent, low profile Journal, in
which we are all — Authors — Reviewers — Readers — Editors —
free at last to be Peers in Knowledge, without suffering from
either:

     — Journal roles or positions,

     — Professional, amateur, or academic statuses, or

     — Established impact factorizations,

but with the following Guiding Principles:

   Authors — We do know what work means; and we do respect
the research work of the scientist — engineer; and we do want
to highlight this work; and we do decided to found this Jour-
nal; and we do publish this work openly; and furthermore, we
do care for the work of the technical author, especially the
beginner one, whom we do support strongly as follows:

1 We encourage the author to submit his own paper written
  just in Basic English plus Technical Terminology.

2 We encourage the author even to select a pen name, which
  may drop it at any time to reveal his identity.

3 We encourage the author to submit an accepted for publica-
  tion paper, which he was forced to decline that publication
  because it would be based on a review with unacceptable
  evaluation or comments.

4 We encourage the author to resubmit a non accepted for
  publication paper that was rejected after a poor, inade-
  quate, unreasonable, irresponsible, incompetent, or tick-
  ing only, review.

5 We encourage the author to submit a paper that he already
  self-archived on some open repository, such as arXiv.org.

6 We encourage the author to self-archive all of the preprint
  and postprint versions of his paper.

7 We provide the author with a decent, express review process
  of up to just 4 weeks, by at least 2 peers, never have been
  co-authors with him.

8 We provide the author with a selection of review process
  between: a traditional, anonymous, peer review decision,
  and an immediate online pre-publication of his paper fol-
  lowed by an open discussion with at least 2 reviewers.
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 9 We immediately accept for publication a research paper di-
   rectly resulting from a Project Report, Diploma-, Master-,
   or PhD-thesis, which the author already has successfully
   defended before a committee of experts and he can mention 
   2 members of it, who reviewed and approved his work.

10 We immediately publish online a paper, as soon as, it is
   accepted for publication in the Journal.

11 We quickly print-on-demand an issue every 3 papers, in
   excess of the 3 issues we regularly publish 3 times a year
   on January, May, and September.

12 We do not demand from the author to transfer his own copy-
   right to us. Instead, we only consider papers resulting
   only from original research work, and only if the author
   does assure us that he owns the copyright of his paper and
   that he submits to the Journal either an original or a re-
   vised version of his paper, for either publication after
   review, or even an immediate re-publication if this paper
   has already been published after review, under the Creati-
   ve Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License CC-BY 3, in
   any case.

   Reviewers — Any peer may voluntarily becomes a reviewer of
the Journal in his expertize for as long as he wishes. Each
author of the Journal has to support the peer-to-peer review
process by reviewing one paper, written by non co-author(s)
of him, for every one of his papers published in the Journal.

   Readers — Any reader is a potential reviewer. We welcome
online comments and post-reviews by the readers.

   Editors — Any editor holds a PhD degree, to objectively
prove that he really has the working experience of passing
through the established publishing system. An editor pre-re-
views a paper in order to check its compliance to the Guiding
Principles and to select the appropriate reviewers of the
Journal. We can only accept for consideration papers in the
expertise areas currently shown in the Editorial Board page.
However, since we are willing to amplify and extend the Scope
of the Journal, we welcome the volunteer expert, in any sub-
ject included into it, who wants to join the Board, if he
unreservedly accepts our Guiding Principles.

   Submissions — Currently, by email only:

   sub@ftpj.otoiser.org
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   Electronic Publishing

   www.ftpj.otoiser.org

   Printing-on-Demand

   pod@ftpj.otoiser.org

   Directly:

   Georgios Tontrias, msn.expresscopy.xan@hotmail.com
   ExpressCopy, V.Sofias 8, 671 00, Xanthi, Greece

   More — Detailed information will be available soon at:

   www.ftpj.otoiser.org/gp

Antennas Research Group — Non Profit 12(3)* Union of Persons

 * The Constitution of Greece, Article: 12(3) 2008:
   www.hellenicparliament.gr/en/Vouli—ton—Ellinon/To—Politevma

 * The Hellenic Supreme Court of Civil and Penal Law:
   www.areiospagos.gr/en/  —  Court Rulings:Civil|A1|511|2008
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